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vABSRAC
Social acceptance isses can emerge as a powerfl barrier in biofel
development. Beside the delay in project implementation, project cancellation is the
worst conseqence reslted from overlooking the social acceptance isses. his
stdy is condcted to investigate social acceptance of biofel in Malaysia with an
aim to propose methods to eliminate this social barrier. he social acceptance is
eamined in respect to socio-political acceptance, commnity acceptance, and
market acceptance. For the prpose of identifying socio-political acceptance, a
literatre review had been condcted and spported with a discssion of socio-
political acceptance of biofel in Malaysia based on the identified si socio-political
acceptance criteria, namely strong instittion capacity, clear and consistent
reglatory framework, favorable financial procrement system, spportive spatial
program, promoting stakeholder involvement, and compliant to sstainable
certification. In eamining the commnity acceptance, smallholder planters'
intention to spply oil palm reside was eamined sing an etended version of
heory of lanned Behavior. 327 set of data were collected with qestionnaire and
sbjected to data analysis sing strctral eqation modelling. Findings revealed that
sbjective norm and perceived prodction benefits are the two most significant
variables in predicting smallholder planter's intention to spply oil palm reside. In
terms of determination of the market acceptance, 803 set of data were analysed sing
choice-based conjoint analysis to identify the preference of fel attribtes in
consmer fel choice.  Five fel attribtes were eamined, namely fel prodct, fel
price, fel mileage, fel availability and vehicle acceleration. Based on the findings,
sggestion to enhance social acceptance of biofel was provided. his stdy will
enrich eisting literatre by providing insight into social acceptance of biofel from a
developing contry contet. olicy makers and biofel prodcers can benefit in
formlating effective strategies to foster social acceptance of biofel.
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ABSRAK
Is-is penerimaan sosial boleh menjadi halangan yang besar dalam
pembangnan biofel. Selain kelewatan dalam pelaksanaan projek, pembatalan
projek adalah kesan yang paling terk sekiranya is penerimaan sosial diabaikan.
Kajian ini dijalankan bagi mengkaji penerimaan sosial terhadap biofel di Malaysia
dengan matlamat mencadangkan langkah bagi mengatasi halangan-halangan
berkaitan dengan is penerimaan sosial. enerimaan sosial dikaji dari segi
penerimaan sosial-politik, penerimaan masyarakat, dan penerimaan pasaran. Bagi
penerimaan sosial-politik, kajian literatr telah dijalankan dan disokong dengan
perbincangan berkenaan penerimaan sosial-politik terhadap biofel di Malaysia
berdasarkan enam kriteria yang dikenalpasti, iait kapasiti institsi yang kat,
kerangka ndang-ndang yang jelas dan konsisten, sistem perolehan kewangan yang
diskai, program sokongan spatial yang membant, penglibatan pihak
berkepentingan yang trt mempromosi, dan kepathan kepada pensijilan lestari.
Untk kajian penerimaan masyarakat, niat pekebn kecil ntk membekal sisa
kelapa sawit telah dikenal pasti berdasarkan versi eori ingkah Lak erancang
yang diperlaskan. Sejmlah 327 set data yang dikmplkan dari soal selidik
dianalisis dengan menggnakan model persamaan berstrktr. Hasil kajian
mennjkkan norma sbjektif dan pandangan manfaat pengelaran adalah da
pembolehbah yang penting dalam meramal niat pekebn kecil dalam membekalkan
sisa kelapa sawit.  Bagi kajian penentan penerimaan pasaran, sejmlah 803 set data
telah dianalisis dengan menggnakan analisis pilihan berdasarkan kmplan bagi
mengenal pasti ketamaan penggna terhadap ciri-ciri bahan api.  Lima ciri-ciri
bahan api telah dinilai, iait prodk, harga, jarak, ketersediaan dan pectan
kenderaan.  Langkah ntk meningkatkan penerimaan sosial terhadap biofel telah
dicadangkan berdasarkan hasil kajian. Kajian ini akan memperkaya literatr sedia
ada berkenaan penerimaan sosial terhadap biofel dalam konteks negara membangn.
embat dasar dan pengelar biofel boleh mendapat manfaat dalam merangka
strategi yang berkesan ntk mempertingkatkan tahap penerimaan sosial terhadap
biofel.
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CHAER 1
INRODUCION
1.1 Stdy Backgrond
ransportation is imperative for hman daily activities and economic
development.  An rban transportation system can shorten the time consmed in
travelling as well as cost associated with logistic. However, de to its dependent
natre on depleted fossil fel as primary energy sorce, it is ndeniable that
transportation sector is contribting to the adverse environmental impact associated
with the sage of fossil fel.  According to the report “CO2 Emission From Fel
Combstion Highlights (2011 Edition)” (prepared by International Energy Agency,
2011), transportation sector is the second largest carbon emission sector, in which it
is responsible for 23% carbon emission in year 2009.  Besides carbon sbstances,
other greenhose gases (GHG) generated from transportation sector incldes
methane (CH4) and nitros oide (N2O).  Among them, carbon emission is the major
concern as it is rapidly increasing and this gas is the major contribtion for the green
hose effects (Liaqat et al., 2010).
Besides the adverse environment impact associated with the sage of fossil
fel, transportation sector is also confronting energy secrity problem, in specific,
potential energy shortage isse.  Unlike power generation sector which may rely on
other fel mi sch as coal and natral gas, transportation sector is almost totally
depending on crde oil.  According to Ong et al. (2012), petrol and diesel, the two
major liqid fels sed in transportation sector, are accont for more than 70% of the
2total crde oil prodct.  In addition, this sector is the largest energy consmption
sector in Malaysia and has the faster annal energy consmption growth rate of
6.20% among other sectors (Ong et al., 2011).  he recent reported final energy se
in the year 2014 shows that this sector alone is consming 24,327 ktoe or eqivalent
to nearly 47% of the final energy sed in Malaysia (Malaysia Energy Information
Centre).  he final energy sage in year 2014 in accordance to respective sector is
shown in Figre 1.1.
Figre 1.1: Final energy se by sector in Malaysia by the year 2014
Sorce: Malaysia Energy Information Centre (2016)
According to Yedla et al. (2005), road transportation is the main contribtor
for carbon emission as compared to others mode of transportation.  Soyl (2007)
stated that de to its convenience in providing door to door transportation, road
transportation has the highest fel consmption and emission per km travel than
others transportation mode.  he isse of carbon emission and potential energy
shortage associated with transportation sector will become worse as global demand
for transportation is forecasted to grow with 40% by year 2035 (International Energy
Agency, 2011).  he energy spply for transportation will become strained in
respond to sch a growth especially de to the depleted fossil oil prediction.
According to Ong et al. (2011), crrent world’s oil reserve is estimated to be
3sstained for 40.8 years at crrent rate of prodction.  After that, we need to operate
or vehicle withot gasoline and diesel.  As to Malaysia, the contry’s oil reserve
will be ehasted in arond 20 years period (Oh et al., 2010; Ong et al., 2011) de to
etreme sage of petrol and diesel in transportation sector. Since then, Malaysia will
become net importer contry for crde oil. Following the potential carbon emission
as well as the concern on energy secrity, there is an rgent call for soltion in
redcing carbon emission from transportation sector as well as to ensre energy
secrity.
In respond to the call of tackling energy secrity isse and adverse
environmental associated with transportation, finding alternative fels to serve as
sbstittion to replace fossil fel has been a main research agenda worldwide.  he
effort of focsing on alternative fels as fossil fel sbstittion is mainly driven by
the reason of energy scarcity and concern towards environment (Ong et al., 2012).
Biofel (e.g. bioethanol and biodiesel) is one of the eamples of alternative fel.
Other than the aforementioned alternative fel, researchers are also focsing in
hybrid, plg-in hybrid, electrical vehicle and hydrogen fel cell technology.  Among
these technologies, it is ndeniable that hydrogen fel and electrical vehicle have a
promising zero carbon emission for vehicle.  However, the promise of zero emission
is very optimistic for the initial stage of electrical vehicle development.  Althogh it
is zero in carbon emission for the tailpipe, we need to consider also the resorces
sed for electricity generation as electrical vehicle need electrical charging.
As acknowledged by Vliet et al. (2011), GHG emitted from electrical vehicle
may range from 0g/km (with renewable energy sorces as electricity generation) to
as high as 155g/km (sing coal based electricity generator), depend on the se of
energy sorce in electricity generating for charging prpose.  As to today, Malaysia
is relying primary on natral gas for electricity generation, which accont for 50.04%
fel mi in electricity generation in year 2013 (Malaysia Energy Statistic Handbook
2015).  he other mies of fel in electricity generation are coal (38.00%), hydro
(8.40%), oil (1.10%), diesel (1.2%) and others (0.90%).  his shows that Malaysian
still largely dependent on fossil fel in their electricity generation.  here may be a
tendency of zero emission for tailpipe (electrical vehicle) in transportation sector bt
the impact will case an increase of carbon emission at the power generation sector.
4On the other hand, hydrogen fel is still in the laboratory stage of research in
Malaysia (Mohamed and Lee, 2006; Oh et al., 2010).  Althogh hydrogen is
abndant in natre, etraction technology to prodce hydrogen is epensive
(Mohamed and Lee, 2006).  According to Oh et al. (2010), series of stdies are being
carried ot to harness hydrogen as energy carrier in fel cell for transport.  Based on
the Malaysian hydrogen energy roadmap, the hydrogen is estimated to be ready as an
attractive and competitive sorce sed in Malaysia by year 2030.  herefore,
althogh electrical vehicle and hydrogen fel are the primary choice as a long term
soltion to address isse of adverse environment impact and energy scarcity in
transportation sector, yet, both are impossible to react immediately with the rgent
need for Malaysia to face with increasing GHG emission and energy sage in
transportation sector.
Among these alternative fels and technologies, biofel has emerged as the
most promising sbstittion fel to respond to the rgent call of soltion to face with
the increasingly greenhose gases emission (Lim and Lee, 2012).  In general, biofel
is a term that falls nder biotechnology field of stdy (Savvando et al., 2010).
According to Demirbas (2007), the term biofel incldes any liqid and gaseos
form of fel sed in transportation, which are predominantly derived from biomass.
Bioethanol and biodiesel are the two most promising biofel prodcts sed as
replacement fel in transportation (Lim and Lee, 2012). Biofel can be either sed
directly or blended with fossil diesel in transportation (Hang and W, 2008).
Crrently, 5%-20% biofel blend with conventional fel is being permitted
worldwide (Jayed et al., 2009) with several contries like Brazil had adopted 100%
bioethanol program for the contry's domestic market.
he sage of biofel as alternative fel can be traced back to year 1900 when
Rdolf Diesel sed peant oil for internal combstion engine dring aris Eposition
(Hira and de Oliveira, 2007). However, petrolem derived petrol and diesel are still
in the dominant place for that period de to the fact that petrolem is the cheaper
choice and is easily available (Demirbas, 2007a). Later, when oil price was sky
rocketing, biofel has attracted the interest of policy makers. For eample, the
Brazilian government had sccessflly implemented the Brazilian Alcohol rogram
(roálcool) where bioethanol sing sgar as feedstock were being prodced in
5commercial scale to redce the contry dependency on petrol. As concern on
environmental isse and energy secrity being raised, biofel has once again being
highlighted to answer the call of searching for sstainable soltion in addressing the
aforementioned isses.
he promising benefits from biofel sage have make biofel being referred
as one of the most promising replacement fel in transportation at present. In term of
technical benefits, crrent blended biofel can be sed directly in conventional
engine withot major modification (Bozbas, 2008; Jayed et al., 2009; Lam et al.,
2009; Mekhilef et al., 2011) and blended biofel can still be spplied with the
eisting petrol facility withot revamping crrent fel spply system (Van den Hoed,
2007).  In other words, drivers need not to spend additional money to replace their
vehicle engine whilst oil companies need not to invest additional capital to constrct
spportive fel spply system to distribte biofe to consmers.  his demonstrates
that biofel can be an economic viable option as sbstitte for petrol fel and diesel
sed by transport.
In term of feedstock, there are variety types of readiness feedstock that can
ensre continos spply of feedstock for biofel prodction (Lam et al., 2009). It is
proven whereby an amont of oil-bearing crops had been stdied and reported in
scientific reports in term of their readiness and sitability to be sed as feedstock for
biofel.  For eamples, cocont oil (Kalam et al., 2003), coffee oil (Oliveira et al.,
2008), palm kernel oil (Chongkhong et al., 2007), rape seed oil (Rashid and Anwar,
2008), rbber seed oil (Ramadhas et al., 2005), soybean oil (Kim et al., 2004) and
snflower oil (Stamenković et al., 2007).  Beside oil-bearing crops, there are also
advanced feedstock like algae (Janan and Ellis, 2010; Lim and Lee, 2010) and
Jatropha Crcs oil (Janan and Ellis, 2010; Lim and Lee, 2010). he feedstock for
biofel prodction varies according to the contry de to the easy availability and
cost consideration reason.  For eample, soybean in United State, rapeseed in Erope
and palm oil in Malaysia.  Even in one respective contry, different oil-bearing crops
will be sed for biodiesel prodction.  For instance, in Brazil, palm kernel and
soybean is sed for the north region while soybean, castor bean, cotton seed and
snflower seed are preferred in sotheast region (into et al., 2005).  In other words,
biofel prodcers have diverse choice of feedstock for biofel prodction.
6From the political point of view, biofel is an attracting option for policy
makers as a strategy to embed sstainability aspect into energy sage, to respond to
adverse environmental isses, to ensre energy secrity, to respond to soaring oil
prices, and to stimlate rral area development with energy crop plantation
(Reijndres, 2006; Bomb et al., 2007; Jayed et al., 2009).  For the rral area, energy
crops plantation can be an effective strategy to enhance socio-economic development
of rral area. he plantation of energy crop will provide employment opportnity to
the local residents and improve their hosehold income. As a reslt, energy crop
based biofel is welcome by the policy makers. Recently, the World Health
Organisation (WHO) has made an alarming statement that emission from nitrogen
emission diesel can case lng cancer to pblic who inhale it (Kitamra, 2012).  his
is believed will frther trigger the sage of cleaner fel in transport to redce the risk
to pblic health.
Besides that, in term of marketability, worldwide biofel prodction has been
growing over the past few years with an increase of 43.2% and 22.7% in biodiesel
and ethanol prodction respectively between 2001 and 2006 (Birr et al., 2007).
Balat and Balat (2008) predict this growth trend will be contining with a frther
booming growth in the net few years.  At present, ethanol and biodiesel are the two
main biofels sed as alternative fel for transportation (Savvanido et al., 2010).
As mentioned by Ong et al. (2012), ethanol is crrently in the leading position in
biofel market as ethanol has a larger share in global biofel market than biodiesel.
Conversely, biodiesel has a great opportnity than ethanol in ftre as demand for
biodiesel is increasing faster than ethanol, especially in the Eropean Union and Asia
regions (Ong et al., 2012). he new large potential market in ftre will focs in
China and India, as well as Brazil (Hanna et al., 2005; into et al., 2005).
From the aforementioned, biofel (inclding both bioethanol and biodiesel) is
seem to promise a lot of benefits to a variety of stakeholders. olicy makers can
depend on it as an effective strategy for climate mitigation, energy secrity and rral
area development; biofel prodcers, engine manfactrers and oil companies can
viewed it as a bsiness opportnity; local commnity can involved in renewable
energy technology development with employment garantee; whilst consmers can
contribte to environment protection via their consmption pattern of choosing
7biofel as fel driven their vehicle.  Collectively, these strengthen the stats of
biofel as the most promising alternative fel to replace fossil fel.  However, this
sond perfect sbstitte has its disadvantages and applied limitation.  It is important
to highlight these disadvantages and limits as these are the drawback for biofel
development and will contribte to the failre for higher blended biofel introdced
in ftre if these drawbacks are remain ignored.
In term of technical disadvantage, biofel driven engine is fond to be less
competitive to petrol fel de to its cold start problem, lower energy content and high
viscosity that will contribte to higher copper strip corrosion and difficlty in fel
pmping (Demirbas, 2007a). hese problems are associated with the se of
vegetable oil for biofel prodction, as the chemical content of vegetable oil is
somehow different from fossil fel and will case problems for traditional petrol rn
engine.  o respond to problem associated with the sage of biofel, flei-fel engine
had been designed.  he flei-fel driven vehicle can be driven by and spport both
conventional fel and bioethanol.  However, this flei-fel technology is crrently
available for petrol rn engine whilst it is not applicable for diesel rn engine. In
other words, the diesel rn engine vehicles still face with the aforementioned
technical problems. A smmarized of potential problems and cases for sing
vegetable oil in diesel engine can be referred to Jayed et al. (2009).
he sage of energy crops based feedstock for biofel prodction had been
critiqed as a contribtor for adverse environment impacts.  he relying on
agricltre prodcts for biofel prodction will stimlate demand for agricltral
land to accommodate with the increasing demand of feedstock for biofel
prodction.  ropical rainforest had been cleared for the energy crops’ plantation and
biomass cltivation (Larson and Williams, 1996).  A report prepared by the World
Wildlife Fondation (WWF) critiqes Indonesian practise of clearing the contry
tropical rainforest to make more available lands for the contry oil palm plantation in
order to increase the yield of palm oil for biodiesel prodction (Glastra et al., 2002).
In addition to the forest clearing practice, Glastra et al. (2002) acknowledged that fire
clearing is the most freqent sed method in deforestation and case hazes in Soth
East Asia contries.
8he clearance of forest will reslt in losing of flora and fana. For instance,
Orang Utan etinction in Malaysia had been claimed to be associated with the
epansion of oil palm plantation on previos forests land which is the habitat for
Orang Utan (Whyte et al., 2006; an et al., 2009). Other environmental isses
associated with the crop based biofel are large amont of water sed not only dring
the plantation period bt also dring the prodction of biofel, as well as the
fertilizers and pesticides sage (atzek et al., 2005).  he practice of crops based
feedstock for biofel prodction had been animadverted by environmental protection
grops with some of the aggressive grops are trying to boycott any prodcts that
prodced from nsstainable manner (Whyte et al., 2006).
Besides that, biofel prodced from agricltral prodcts has been plnged
into the debate of food vs fel.  With the increasing demand for biofel worldwide,
more edible oil will be sed for biofel prodction.  As more agricltral prodcts
being sed for biofel prodction, there will threaten the spply of edible oil. It is
well known in the economic point of view that when spply lowers than demand,
price will increase. hs, there is a fear of increase in food price and as a reslt it
will case protest and chaos (an et al., 2008).  In addition, the sage of edible oil as
feedstock for biofel prodction is being critiqes as nethical (Kerschbam et al.,
2008; Srinivasan, 2009).  here are still million of citizens from the hird World
Contries facing with starvation isse.  If there is an etra of agricltral prodcts, it
shold not be sed as biofel feedstock and left million of people starved to death.
In term of economic perspective, the cost of feedstock for biofel prodction
is a critical challenge in biofel development which will hinder the market diffsion
for biofel.  Althogh low blended biofel can be sed directly in crrent engine
system bt the cost of prodction is relatively high and make it hard to compete with
petrol fel if no government intervention spport the development and sbsidies of
biofel.  Raw material cost is the largest portion of the total prodction cost for
biofel. It is estimated that raw material contribtes to abot 75% - 80% of the total
prodction cost of biofel (Demirbas, 2009). Other costs involved are labor and
catalyst sed in chemical reaction (Haas et al., 2006). he high feedstock cost has
reslt in high selling price of biofel compared to conventional petrol fel. For
instance, palm based biodiesel was sold at abot RM 2.80 per litre whilst petrol
9diesel sold at RM1.70 per litre as on 24 March 2009 (Mekhilef et al., 2011).  he
higher price of biofel has distracted the consmers from prchasing biofel for their
vehicle; instead, conventional fel is still preferable especially when the price of
biofel is higher than petrol fel (Bomb et al., 2007; acini and Silveira, 2011).
hese abovementioned disadvantages of biofel are strong barriers that can
hinder biofel development.  Nevertheless, researchers are still being attracted by the
benefits associated with biofel, therefore, nmeros efforts had been carried ot to
address the disadvantages of biofel.  It is noticed that majority of the disadvantages
are in related to the agricltral crops based feedstock.  For eamples, forest
clearance, rocketing of food price and loss of biodiversity de to increase plantation
area of energy crops.  Researchers had sggested the se of second generation
biofel which se non-edible oil as biofel feedstock.  Eample of second generation
biofels are algae (Janan and Ellis, 2010; Lim and Lee, 2010) and Jatropha Crcs
oil (Janan and Ellis, 2010; Lim and Lee, 2010).  However, the prodction
technology of advanced biofel is still limited for commercial scale prodction.
herefore, the first generation biofel still dominant the biofel market.  In line of
that fact, efforts and research are carried ot to minimise the impact of crops based
biofel.  It is noticed that technical improvement is always being the centre of stdy
for biofel. Qality and performance improvement is the focs to increase the
credibility and diffsion of biofel into crrent fel market.  As a matter of fact,
beside technical barrier, social acceptance can emerge as a powerfl impediment to
hinder the development of biofel.  However, this isse is neglected and receives
little attention compared to other renewables.
Social acceptance has gain increasing attention of researchers in stdying the
sccessfl implementation of renewable energy innovations.  In addition, it is being
sed to eplain opposition by the pblic against innovative renewable energy
technologies. However, clear definition of social acceptance is rarely fond
(Wüstahagen et al., 2007), yet it is a prereqisite before condcting research to
access on biodiesel acceptance isse. he word “social acceptance” is a combination
of two different word of “social” and “acceptance”, where both the words have their
own respective concept and approaches (Sater and Watson, 2007).  According to
Sater and Watson (2007), “social” is actally referred to the general society as a
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whole, as well as the different societal grop within that particlar society.  In the
other hand, the word “acceptance” can be delineated in the form of a passive consent
and an active involvement (Sater and Watson, 2007).
Based pon the clarification of social acceptance in their separate original
word given by Sater and Watson (2007), two forms of social acceptance can be
fond in general, namely active and passive acceptance.  he term “willingness” to
se or prchase certain renewable energy by the pblic can be viewed as “active”
social acceptance (Sater and Watson, 2007).  In the other hand, social acceptance
can be viewed as “passive” if the pblic acceptance is fostered throgh a series of
government policies, especially mandatory reglation.  In fact, Sater and Watson
(2007) noted that social acceptance had been widely seen as passive consent rather
than active by pblic for a particlar renewable energy project.  In either form of
active or passive, social acceptance had been generally sed to indicate technology
infrastrctre positively or serve as an indicator for not rejecting that technology
(Wüstahagen et al., 2007).
he ignorance of social acceptance isse and misleading information
regarding to social acceptance can case nwanted defect on the diffsion of
renewable energy technology.  It is proven by Hisschemöller and Midden (1999) and
Renn et al. (1995) that social protest towards an energy technology will case delays
and stagnation.  his is mainly de to the societal conflict fond in the
implementation of renewable energy technologies in the 1980s (Hijts et al., 2007).
he increasing research focs on the social acceptance of renewable energy
technologies shows a significant pblic engagement in these innovative technologies.
his indicates that the development of renewable energy is no longer merely
depending on technical and economic aspect, bt also social process in the form of
pblic acceptance of renewable energy technologies.
In biofel contet, previos stdies on biofel also highlighted that pblic
acceptance is essential for development of biofel. As a matter of fact, social spport
is crcial in achieving the bioenergy target and bioenergy development (Blmer et
al., 2013).  Frthermore, Savvanido et al. (2010) highlighted two significant reasons
for the needs of stdy in social acceptance for biofel.  he first reason is that limited
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stdies in social aspect of biofel and high dispersion of reslt obtained from
previos stdy can case difficlty in clarifying social acceptance for biofel.
Secondly, the degree of social acceptability of biofel is not well established as
biofel is massively sed only in several parts of world.  In fact, most of the biofel
prodction contries in Sotheast Asia region are focsing on eporting biofel
prodct instead of tilising it in their own contries (Ong et al., 2012). his frther
raise the qestion regarding whether biofel is being accepted by the pblic. hs, it
will be essential for more research to be carried ot to close this gap for a better
nderstanding towards social acceptance of biofel.
1.2 roblem Statement
he introdction of biofel as an alternative fel to replace fossil fel can be
seen as a strategy to address the potential energy secrity isse confronted in
Malaysia (Ong et al., 2012) since Malaysian oil reserve will be ehasted within 20
years of time period (Oh et al., 2010) as a reslt from etreme sage of fossil fel in
transportation sector (Ong et al., 2011).  Withot the introdction of biofel as an
alternative fel to replace fossil fel sage, Malaysia will need to import fel from
oversee to spport the domestic fel sage. Conseqently, Malaysia will be
vlnerable to crde oil spply disrption and the flctation of oil price. hese will
frther affect Malaysian energy independent.
In awareness on this isse, Malaysia had embarked into palm based biofel
R&D activities since 1982 with Malaysia alm Oil Board being given the
responsibility to develop the nation's palm based biodiesel prodct (Lim and eong,
2010).  he availability and abndance of palm oil has attract the policy makers to
choose palm oil as the feedstock for palm based biodiesel. In addition, sing crde
palm oil as feedstock for biodiesel prodction enable Malaysia to sweep away the
ecess amont of palm oil spply stock and ths, strengthening the CO price.
Nonetheless, feedstock abndance alone cannot ensre the sccess of biofel
development, technology viability is another vital component in the sccess of
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biofel prodction. Malaysia can either develop its own biofel prodction
technology or import the technology from nation that has sccessflly prodce
biofel in making the biofel prodction technology become viable.  Developing
own technology will reqire plenty resorces to be channelled into R&D activities
while the later will case Malaysia become a technology dependent nation and this
later strategy may not be a long term sstainable soltion for Malaysia biofel
indstry.  In aware of this shortage, Malaysia has involved in biofel development by
developing the nation own biofel technology in which Malaysia palm based
biodiesel prodction technology not only being adopted by the local biofel
prodcers, it also attracting interest from oversee, sch as Korea and hailand (La,
2015).
Althogh Malaysia has sccessflly develop the nation own biofel
prodction technology and become the pioneer of the palm based biodiesel
prodction technology, however, the introdction of biofel prodct into Malaysian
domestic market has confronted with social barrier case by lack of nderstanding
and ignorance of social acceptance isses.  he following will discss in detail on the
social acceptance isses associated with biofel development.
Following the rianglar Model of Social Acceptance by Wüstenhagen et al.
(2007), there are three dimension of social acceptance, namely socio-political
acceptance, commnity acceptance and market acceptance.  In general, socio-
political acceptance indicates general pblic opinion, stakeholders' opinion and
policy makers' opinion in matters related to biofel implementation.  Althogh
Malaysia has been involved in palm-based biodiesel since 1982, the pblic's only
eperienced biodiesel when B5 biodiesel lanched in 2011.  hs, biofel can be
perceived as a new fel for Malaysia, and pblic opinion toward this "new fel" is
worth investigating (Savvanido et al., 2010) since Delshed et al. (2010), who
investigated the pblic opinion toward biofel technologies and selected policy
measres, have acknowledged that biofel may not be a favorable option for all.
Beside biofel policy and its prodction technology, disptes associated with
biofel sage are worth investigating to reveal pblic acceptance.  Some of the
disptes will affect pblic daily activity, for instance, food secrity concern.
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Insecre food spply and increase in food price can case protest against biofel
prodction sing edible oil (an et al., 2008).  Althogh biomass has generally been
considered as an alternative feedstock to drive away biofel from food verss fel
isse, its impact on food price is argable.  For eample, hompson and Meyer
(2013) arged that sing biomass as feedstock for biofel prodction still cold
affect food price if it is perceived as a competitor to agricltral crop for land
allocation.
In addition, sing genetically modified (GM) crops for biofel prodction is
another pblic acceptance isse (Fischer et al., 2010).  In general, the genetic
modification of non-edible crop is more acceptable than vegetable crops (Koh and
Ghazol, 2008) for biofel prodction.  For Malaysia, the fll oil palm genome map
has been reported by Singh et al. (2013b).  he discovery of the Shell gene provide
an opportnity for sing genetic technology to increase palm oil yield (Singh et al.,
2013a).  Malaysia alm Oil Board has the intention to se genetic technology for oil
palm plantation in the ftre to enhance prodction of palm oil, as well as for
sstainability concerns (Ismail, 2013).  It is plasible that this genetically modified
palm oil will be sed for biofel prodction since its limitation for food prodct has
strengthened.  he pblic possibly will be concerned that the ecess spply of oil
from genetically modified oil palm tree may be channelled to food prodction.
At the same time, media played an important role in informing the general
pblic abot both the benefits and negative conseqences of biofel sage.  Media is
able to shape pblic perception abot biofel and its related isses (Wright and Reid,
2011).  his will inflence pblic acceptance for biofel.  A recent stdy condcted
by Cacciatore et al. (2012) revealed that wording sed to label biofel wold affect
pblic opinion towards biofel sage.  According to them, the word "biofel" is
perceived as more environmental friendly and is able to move away bioenergy fel
from food verss fel criticism than the word "ethanol", which triggers pblic
perception on corn-based ethanol that cased the food verss fel debates.  hs,
perceived benefits and belief in negative conseqences and how these are being
portrayed by media are also crcial for nderstanding pblic acceptance in the
biofel contet.
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Another aspect incorporated within the socio-political dimension is
stakeholder acceptance.  Indstry players and environmental protection grops are
the two predominant stakeholders in biofel development. Indstry players inclde
biofel prodcers, plantation indstry stakeholder, oil companies and atomobile
stakeholders.  hese players play significant roles in ensring continos spply of
feedstock, engines compatible to rn biofel, efficient fel spply and distribtion to
consmers and introdcing flei-fel vehicle to frther spport the penetration of
biofel, respectively.  Overlooking opinion of certain indstry players are the major
reason for the Malaysian government to cancel the Envo Diesel rogram (Sorda et
al., 2010; Jayed et al., 2011), the delay of B5 Biodiesel rogram implementation (Er,
2011; Ong et al., 2011a) as well as the recent postponement of 10% blending
percentage of biodiesel (Khoo, 2016).
Besides indstry players, environmental protection grops also play a
significant role.  Some environmental protection grops are lobbying to boycott palm
oil prodcts (Whyte et al., 2006) de to the belief that oil palm plantations are the
main case for forest clearing and etinction of Orang Utan (an et al., 2009).  Haze
polltion is another adverse environmental impact faced in the Soth East Asia
region (Glastra et al., 2002).  In fact, oil palm consortims have been blamed for
haze polltion in the Soth East Asia region (Belford, 2013).  herefore, stakeholder
acceptance is vital, not only to foster acceptance and promote biofel sage; yet, to
prodce biofel in a sstainable manner.
olicy makers' spport for biofel is another aspect of socio-political
acceptance.  he increasing sage of biofel is closely related to spportive
governmental programs and policies (Scarlat and Dallemand, 2011).  However, there
is difficlty in obtaining policy maker opinion.  olicy maker opinion is hard to
sstain especially for democratic contries where elections are held to select the
parliamentary representative for a respective period.  In order to gage policy maker
opinion, reviewing eisting biofel policy is crcial.  Criteria for denoting a
spportive biofel policy inclde (i) strong instittional capacity (eg., Sovacool and
Ratan, 2012); (ii) clear and consistent reglatory framework (eg., White et al., 2013);
(iii) favorable ﬁnancial procrement system (eg., Wüstenhagen et al., 2007); (iv)
spportive spatial program (eg., Hall, 1991); (v) promoting stakeholder involvement
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(eg., Wüstenhagen et al., 2007); and (vi) compliant to sstainable certification
(Cansino et al., 2012).  Collectively, these criteria can be sed to indicate socio-
political acceptance of biofel.  However, a positive sign in socio-political
acceptance is not synonymos to favorable conditions for biofel development.
Indeed, there are another two dimensions that reqire attention.
In the biofel contet, commnity acceptance will cover two important stages
of biofel prodction, namely the collection of feedstock for biofel prodction and
prodction of biofel.  his dimension of acceptance will focs on the sitting
controversy of biofel project.  his sitting controversy can be observed in two
facets: first, landscape change de to crops plantation; and second, in relation to
sitting of refinery factory for biofel prodction.
For the feedstock collection discssion, the grow pattern of agricltral crops
will case changes in landscape (oellner et al., 2008).  Eisting plants and forests
will be cleared for energy crops plantation, which will trigger concern for aesthetic
views and environmental isses.  In addition to that, introdcing new crops for
biofel prodction will face resistance from local farmers who are nfamiliar with
these new crops and generally prefer traditional cltivation practices (Amign et al.,
2011).  Adoption of modern cltivation techniqe and sstainable farming practice
are another challenge (Dvenage et al., 2013).  Moreover, farmers are concerned
with economic benefits (Rossi and Hisrinchs, 2011), land right conflict (Mintz-
Habib, 2013), logistic cost and market constraint (Qalls et al., 2012).
Althogh Malaysia had the intention to move its biofel feedstock from palm
oil to biomass, the isse of landscape change de to crops plantation is still worrying.
Biomass is planned to be obtained from the oil palm plantation area whereby the
demand for biomass may lead to competitive land allocation for crop (the oil palm)
sed for agricltral prodcts and for biofel prodction.  his grow pattern will still
trigger concern for landscape changes.  In addition to that, the willingness of planters
to collect harvesting residal and palm oil prodcers to collect prodction resides
are another commnity acceptance isse.  Cost associated with the collection of
resides and logistics may hamper planters and palm oil prodcers’ interest in
biomass.  Brogh et al. (2013) reveal non-indstrial private forest owners are willing
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to collect woody biomass for biofel prodction, with some are even willing to do so
for free (Becker et al., 2013).  However, these stdies are limited to non-indstrial
forest owner while the Malaysian circmstance cold provide in-sight from the
perspective of oil palm planters.
Beside the changes of landscape and land se conflict, the sitting of refinery
factories or biofel prodction plants can emerge as a commnity acceptance isse as
well.  o the best of the knowledge of the athors, only Amign et al. (2011)
reported that a biofel refinery facility is facing resistance in Soth Africa de to the
conflict between national and local interest.  It is reckoned that economic benefits
offered from the operation of the refinery plant have lead to overlooking
conseqences associated with biofel refinery plants, especially adverse
environmental impact (Shelfa, 2010).  Increase in employment opportnity and
income generation has shifted concern from potential sitting controversy of biofel
refinery plant (Shelfa et al., 2011).  However, local residents are actally concerned
with the increase in traffic and tension on water spply (water competition between
domestic sage and biofel prodction sage), following the operation of a biofel
refinery plant in their neighborhood (Shelfa et al., 2011).
As there is increasing demand for second-generation biofel prodction, there
is also epressed concern for the ftre development of first-generation biofel
prodction that may decrease the economic benefits enjoyed by the local residents
(Shelfa et al., 2011).  hs, any change in crrent biofel refinery infrastrctre is
also sbjected to local commnity appraisal and acceptance (Ng et al., 2011).  his
implies that biofel refinery plants will face local acceptance isse dring two stages.
First, when the biofel refinery plant is introdced to the neighborhood.  Second,
even if local residents are welcoming biofel refinery plants, a ftre change in
biofel technology and  refinery infrastrctre may pt biofel refinery plant in
confrontation with local appraisal.
Isses srronding commnity acceptance are mainly de to the reason that
local involvement in biofel development is perceived as passive consent (Rossi and
Hinrichs, 2011). heir role in biofel development is driven by a series of
government efforts in introdcing biofel and biofel projects lanched by investors.
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he passive role among local residents prevents them from active involvement in
biofel development, and a lack of channel for them to voice opinion regarding
project placement decision.  his has misled policy makers and project owners in
their project implementation decisions (Rossi and Hinrichs, 2011).  Lack of local
involvement dring renewable energy project placement discssion is the main
reason for local residents against renewable energy plants (oellner et al., 2008).
In the biofel project, Dvenage et al. (2013) highlight how eqal active local
participation via corporative body benefit the Green Fel roject in imbabwe.
Conflict srronding the isse of land ownership for energy crop plantation can be
redced while trstworthiness of otsiders can be enhanced (Dvenage et al., 2013).
In addition to land ownership conflict, pblic involvement in biofel projects will
benefit in terms of information and knowledge delivering (Rogers et al., 2012),
driving biofel prodction toward sstainable feedstock plantation (Di Lcia, 2010),
and satisfying different societal grops (Milder et al., 2008).  However, pblic
engagement is dependent on local athority and project owners’ will.  o what etent
that project owners and local athority are willing to allow pblic involvement in
spatial planning procedre for projects, as well as the refinery plant sitting is
imperative for effective pblic participation in biofel projects.  De to its limitation
on pblic participation, researchers are sggesting that local residents who perceive
fair treatment will have a favorable perception of renewable energy projects
(Firestone et al., 2012).  However, similar stdies are limited for biofel contet.
In the last dimension, market acceptance dimension, biofel will be viewed as
the prodct prodced from renewable energy technology.  Market acceptance is also
known as consmer acceptance.  he focs of this dimension will be limited to
consmers’ preference in choosing biofel for their vehicle.  As aforementioned,
biofel can be perceived as a new fel for Malaysia.  At present, 7% palm methyl
ester is mandatorily blended with fossil diesel.  It is tre that consmers have no
option when injecting fel at petrol stations since diesel sold at petrol kiosks are
biodiesel.  However, this shall not hinder efforts to nderstand consmer acceptance
for biofel prodct. In fact, Malaysia can be an interesting case stdy for consmer
acceptance.  Malaysian is enjoying a relatively cheap fel cost for a long period, as a
reslt of government sbsidies.  Market penetration of palm-based biodiesel is
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backed with government sbsidies.  According to Economic Report 2012/2013,
Malaysian government debt has srpasses 50% of the national gross domestic
prodct (Department of reasry, 2013).  When the B5 Biodiesel rogram covers the
whole nation and the blending percentage increases, additional sbsidies will frther
brden Malaysia’s government bdget.  hs, sbsidisation is not a long-term
soltion and sstainable strategy to drive incremental sage of biofel (Yang, 2010).
In realising this isse, Malaysia government had removed fel sbsidies following
the implementation of Sbsidies Rational rogram starting December 2014.
Following the possible failre of sbsidies to drive ftre adoption of
biodiesel, investigating market acceptance via nderstanding consmer choice in
alternative fel becomes a plasible soltion for market penetration of biofel.  In
general, price has become the major concern for fel prchasing option (acini and
Silveria, 2011).  Althogh biofel price is generally higher than those of fossil fel,
consmers are actally willing to pay more than its actal selling price (Savvanido
et al., 2010).  However, when the price of fel is the same, other factors will become
significant in inflencing consmer choice for fel (van Vliet et al., 2010).  hese
factors inclde fel economy (opp et al., 2009), refelling convenience (Van de
Velde et al., 2009), perceived safety to both ser and pblic (Browne et al., 2012),
fel performance (hang et al., 2011), ownership cost (Mabit and Fosgera, 2011),
redced social and environmental impacts, sch as lower food price (Skipper et al.,
2009) and carbon emission (Van de Velde et al., 2009).  In addition, health concern
is another inflencing factor.  Recently, the World Health Organisation has made an
alarming statement that nitrogen emission from combstion diesel can case lng
cancer to the pblic who inhale it (Kitamra, 2012).  his is believed will frther
trigger resistance to biodiesel, as nitrogen emission from biodiesel is higher than
petrol diesel.  In contrast, collection of oil palm residal for biodiesel prodction will
decrease the possibility of sing fire to clear oil palm plantation area that has been
blamed as the major case for haze polltion in the Soth East Asia region.  his
leads to an interesting point in stdying consmer acceptance if health impact is
considered.
here is an interesting isse for bioethanol that is worth highlighting.
Bioethanol has an advantage compared to biodiesel with the invention of flei-fel
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engine.  his flei-fel allows consmers to inject the cheaper fel in between petrol
and bioethanol.  In this case, consmer acceptance for bioethanol can be either
bioethanol as the biofel prodct or the adoption of flei-fel engine.  Market
acceptance stdy for bioethanol is alike with biodiesel with the eception that the
adoption of flei-fel engine will delve into Wüstenhagen et al.’s (2007) sggestion
of consmer role as investor.  Consmers need to invest additional money in vehicle
prchase for flei-fel engine before they can enjoy the benefits of prchasing
cheaper fel in the long rn.  It also can be argable that the adoption of flei-fel
engine is similar to adoption of other alternative technologies for atomobiles, sch
as hydrogen fel and electric vehicles.  However, there is one significant
characteristic that is different for flei-fel engine, as it offers fel-switching
opportnity to consmers to enjoy cheaper fel cost.  hs, eamining consmer
acceptance for biofel is specific and cannot be generalised for other alternative fel
and atomobile technologies.
Biofel is a niqe isse to be stdied as compared to the other type of
renewable energies.  With the implementation of National Biomass Strategy 2020,
Malaysia has the intention to prodce biofel from biomass.  rodcing biofel
reqired a refinery plant.  his makes the location of refinery factory as a potential
isse to be perceived by the local commnity.  On the other hand, biofel prodct
falls inside the categories of alternative fel sed in transportation.  Jst like other
alternative prodcts, biofel prodcers are interested in consmer preference and
perception in order to prodce a prodct which can satisfy the cstomer’s need.
hese two niqe featres owned by biofel reqire researchers to look into a
broader scope of social acceptance rather than jst focssing on a particlar
commnity acceptance or market preference in jdging the acceptability of biofel in
society.
Nonetheless, eisting stdies were focsing on one respective social
dimension.  For instance, Savvanido et al.(2010) has eamined the factors that
inflence the willingness of sing and prchasing the biofel prodcts.  However,
their stdy is limited at the acceptance level of end prodcts.  Delshed et al. (2010)
who investigated on the pblic opinion toward biofel technologies and selected
policy measres also had a limitation like Savvanido et al.(2010), in which their
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research is limited to disclose acceptance in general level of pblic acceptance.  Not
to mention Brogh et al. (2013) and Becker et al. (2013) whose stdy only focsed
on farmer's perspective in indicating the commnity acceptance of the forest based
biofel.  It is clear that acceptance of pblic throghot the process of biofel (from
feedstock spply ntil it is prchased by consmer) remains nknown and is worth to
be investigated.
In fact, social acceptance can be emerged as major social barrier in
introdcing biofel to Malaysian.  Unfortnately, there is lacking of academic
literatre and report that revealed social acceptance among Malaysian towards the
nation biofel program.  his stdy has the intention to condct a stdy with the aim
to stdy socio-political acceptance in the promotion and initiating biofel
development in the beginning phase, then commnity acceptance is eamined
throghot the involvement of smallholder planters as feedstock spplier, finally, the
market acceptance is to be scrtinized for an nderstanding of acceptance on the end
prodcts level which is consmer preference in fel choice.  hese three dimensions
mst be met collectively in order to provide significant nderstanding on social
acceptance and benefits to government and indstry players to increase the sage of
biofel in Malaysia (Sovacool and Ratan, 2012).
1.3 Research Qestion
Based on the above mentioned problem statement and isses of social
acceptance srrond biofel development in Malaysia, the central research qestion
is ths, what is the social acceptance isses srronding palm based biofel in
Malaysia?  In addition, a secondary qestion for the research will be how to enhance
the social acceptance of palm based biofel in Malaysia?
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1.4 Objectives of Research
In order to respond to the isses of social acceptance of biofel in the contet
of Malaysian and to provide an nderstanding on social acceptance of biofel in
Malaysia contet, the main prpose for this stdy is to eliminate the potential social
barrier via in-depth nderstanding on social acceptance isse srronding biofel in
Malaysia, sbseqently, provide sggestion to eliminate the social barrier by enhance
the social acceptance of biofel in Malaysia.
1.5 Scope of the Stdy
his section will disclose the scope of the stdy, in term of stdy sbject
between biodiesel and bioethanol, as well as the scope of socio-political acceptance,
commnity acceptance and market acceptance that will be condcted to reveal social
acceptance of biofel in Malaysia contet.
1.5.1 he Stdy Sbject
As mentioned, biodiesel and bioethanol are the two most common biofel
prodcts sed to replace conventional diesel and petrol, respectively. Both biodiesel
and bioethanol can be frther divided into first generation biofel and second
generation biofel, based on the feedstock sed for the biofel prodction.  he first
generation of biofel se edible oils as feedstock, sch as snflower oil, rapeseed oil
and palm oil.  On the other hand, the second generation biofel is sing non-edible
sorces, predominantly agricltral reside (inclde forest biomass) and wastes from
mnicipal and indstry.  Each and every feedstock has its own spply chain and
prodction rote which is niqe and cannot be generalised for others.  De to this
niqeness, feedstock sed for biofel prodction in Malaysia needed to be identified
prior to condcting stdy for the prpose of identification of commnity and market
acceptance.
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At present, the palm based biodiesel - sing crde palm oil as feedstock for
the prodction of palm methyl ester which will later being blended with conventional
diesel - is the only biofel prodct available for Malaysian transportation sector.
Beside palm based biodiesel, the second generation bioethanol prodced from oil
palm reside is receiving Malaysian government attention as well.  his can be
noticed from the formlation of the National Biomass Strategy that aims to flly
captre the potential of 83 million dry tonnes of oil palm reside (AIM, 2013) that is
prodced as by prodct of the oil palm indstry.  Approimately 75% of this reside
(oil palm frond and oil palm trnk) is available at plantation site, with the remaining
25% - consisting of empty frit bnches, palm kernel shell and mesocarp fibre -
obtained at the oil palm mill after palm oil is etracted.  In compared to oil palm
reside prodced at the oil palm mill which has been sed for steam prodction at the
mill or frther processed as pellet for power generation, the potential of the oil palm
frond and oil palm trnk has not been flly tilised.  From a technical view point,
both the oil palm frond and the oil palm trnk have been proven to be viable options
for bioethanol prodction (Yamada et al., 2010; rawitwong et al., 2012; ahari et
al., 2014; Ofori-Boateng and Lee, 2014).  he oil palm frond and trnk are being
estimated to have 17.5 MJ/kg and 15.7 MJ/kg of energy content, respectively (Chow
et al., 2008).
From the abovementioned, the first generation palm based biodiesel is
crrently the only commercialise biofel prodct for the Malaysian domestic market
with the second generation bioethanol being regarded as a potential alternative for
petrol driven vehicles.  In comparison, althogh pblic acceptance had been cited as
one of the challenges for the palm based biodiesel development in Malaysia (Lim
and eong, 2010), nonetheless, following the sccess penetration of biodiesel into
the domestic fel market, one can conclde that this first generation of palm based
biodiesel is spported by crrent instittional framework and receive considerable
acceptance by pblic.
On the other hand, there is limited knowledge abot the social acceptance of
the second generation bioethanol in Malaysia.  Frthermore, althogh the first
generation biofel prodced from edible oil is an initiative to mitigate greenhose
gases emitted from fossil fel sage and strengthen energy secrity, there is
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increasing concern abot biofel adverse impact on food spply and the
environment.  Using edible oil and converting agricltral land for energy prposes
have been claimed to disrpt the food spply (Rajagopal et al., 2007), which will
lead to increase in food prices (Naylor et al., 2007).  Moreover, converting land se
for planting energy crops can increase greenhose gases emissions (Searchinger et
al., 2008).  Loss of the carbon sink is epected if deforestation is condcted to clear
land for energy crop plantations (Fargione et al., 2008).  Other ecological impacts
associated with first generation biofel inclde loss of biodiversity, loss of water
catchment area and intense fertilizer sage (Mohr and Raman, 2013; imentel et al.,
2009; opp et al., 2014).  o address these adverse impacts associated with the se of
first generation biofel, stdies are focsed on non-edible oil and lignocelllosic
biomass, which consist of agricltral waste that is left behind after harvest.  It is
arged that sing agricltral waste and lignocelllosic biomass can prevent direct
competition between food and fel prodction (ilman et al., 2009; Valentine et al.,
2012).  hs, mitigating food price increases and concern for land conversion. In
term of energy tilisation, the second generation biofel is more preferable than the
first generation technology (Mizsey and Ray, 2010). Frthermore, a biorefinery
concept sing waste as feedstock for vale-added prodcts has been sggested as a
sstainable strategy (e.g. Ali et al., 2015) in redcing negative environmental impact
cased by agricltre wastes while redcing the prodction cost since biomass can be
a relatively low cost feedstock (e.g. ahari et al., 2015).
Based on the above, in term of the sbject of the research, this stdy is
focsed on bioethanol rather than biofel in general, and palm based bioethanol in
specific rather than other feedstock or bioethanol in general.
1.5.2 Scope of Social Acceptance
As to the investigation of social acceptance, this stdy is referring to the
trianglar model of acceptance sggested by Wüstahagen et al. (2007).  However, it
is acknowledged that it is impossible to stdy each aspects sggested by Wüstahagen
et al. (2007) in his trianglar model of acceptance as some of the aspects are in
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related to wind power for power generation which are in appropriate to be stdied in
the contet of biofel sed as alternative transport fel. In addition, it is also
impossible to stdy all the social acceptance isses which had been highlighted in the
problem statement de to time constraint and cost involved to condct sch a
comprehensive stdy.  herefore, it is wise to narrow down the scope of stdy for
each social acceptance dimension.
his stdy will focs on drawing the socio-political acceptance of biofel in
Malaysia contet based on the socio-political acceptance criteria, namely, (i) strong
instittion capacity; (ii) clear and consistent reglatory framework; (iii) favorable
financial procrement system; (iv) spportive spatial program; (v) promoting
stakeholder involvement; and (vi) compliant to sstainable certification. An
overview of Malaysia biofel development will be condcted in order to provide
inpt for the discssion of socio-political acceptance of biofel based on the socio-
political acceptance criteria.
In addition to socio-political acceptance, secring the spply of oil palm
reside is a prereqisite for the sccess of bioethanol prodction, and this reqires an
nderstanding of oil palm planters' motivation to spply oil palm reside from their
plantations.  It has been sggested that the involvement of varios actors (from
feedstock prodcer to biofel consmer) is essential to a sccessfl bioenergy
development (ehlken et al., 2016). Being the biomass spplier, farmers'
involvement in biomass spply chain is necessary to redce biomass spply
ncertainty, in particlarly remote areas (Bot et al., 2015). Frthermore, as local
residents, their participation in bioenergy system is also being claimed as an
important social sstainability criterion for bioenergy system (Bchholz et al., 2009).
Althogh project sitting can be receive considerable amont of local opposition,
however, in Malaysia, the biofel prodction facility is incorporated into eisting
palm oil refinery plant.  By doing so, biofel project is preventing from local
opposition as show in the case of standalone and visible wind power facility.
herefore, the commnity acceptance of biofel stdy in Malaysia will focs on the
smallholder planters' involvement as feedstock spplier for biofel prodction.
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Lastly, for the market acceptance, the consmer preference toward fel
attribte will be eamined.  A list of five fel attribtes will be inclded in the
conjoint stdy.  hese fel attribtes are (i) fel prodct; (ii) fel price; (iii) fel
mileage; (iv) fel availability; and (v) vehicle acceleration.  he conjoint stdy will
disclose how consmer prefer each fel attribte and which fel attribte is being
preferred most in consmer fel choice.  Sch inpt can added vale to biofel
promotional and marketing campaign as well as to inform policy maker and biofel
prodcer to ensre that the biofel prodct is meeting the consmer preference.
able 1.1 illstrates the limit and scope of stdy for social acceptance in the contet
of biofel.
able 1.1 : Limit and scope of stdy of social acceptance in the contet of biofel
Dimension Stdy Aspect Eplanation
Socio-
political
Acceptance
Instittional
Spport
Instittional spport will be reviewed based on
criteria of (i) strong instittion capacity; (ii) clear
and consistent reglatory framework; (iii)
favorable financial procrement system; (iv)
spportive spatial program; (v) promoting
stakeholder involvement; and (vi) compliant to
sstainable certification.
Commnity
Acceptance
Smallholder
lanters'
erception
Investigating smallholder planters' intention to
spply oil palm reside for biofel prodction.
Market
Acceptance
Consmer
preference
Investigation of consmer preference on a
combination of fel attribtes of (i) fel prodct;
(ii) fel price; (iii) fel mileage; (iv) fel
availability; and (v) vehicle acceleration.
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1.6 Stdy Contribtion
he research will benefit to for important aspects as discssed below.
1.6.1 Knowledge and Academic
Unlike previos stdies which focs on particlar aspect of social acceptance,
this stdy aims to disclose a clearer and more complete pictre of social acceptance
for biofel by considering socio-political, commnity and market dimension.  By
doing so, it will demonstrates the linkage between three dimensions of social
acceptance for one sbject stdy, which is biofel that had not being investigated.
Moreover, It is noticed that majority of the stdy of social acceptance had been
carried ot intensively on isse related to wind power and focsing on the opinion
from developed contries.  By disclose social acceptance of biofel among
Malaysian, it will contribte to the eisting academic in term of diverse opinion from
developing contry and isses of social acceptance related to different type of
renewable energy technology.
In detail, the si socio-political acceptance criteria that being proposed for
eamining the socio-political acceptance of biofel within the Malaysia contet will
enrich the eiting literatre, especially work's by Wüstahagen et al. (2007) and
Sovacool and Ratan (2012) that focsed on power generation sector. In advanced to
the work by Wüstahagen et al. (2007) and Sovacool and Ratan (2012), this stdy
identify two important socio-political acceptance criteria that are niqe and related
to biofel for transportation sector, which are the spportive spatial-dependent
project and compliant to sstainable certification.  By doing so, this piece of work
etend the original socio-political acceptance criteria from the original work which is
essential in nderstanding the socio-political acceptance within the biofel contet.
In term of the commnity acceptance, a review of the eisting literatre
shows that the majority of stdies focs on developed contries, with biomass
predominantly derived from the forest (Rämö et al., 2009; Joshi and Mehmood,
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2011; Grchy et al., 2012; GC and Mehmood, 2012; Markowski-Lindsay et al.,
2012; Becker et al., 2013; Brogh et al., 2013; Joshi et al., 2013; Leitch et al., 2013;
Agilar et al., 2014; Halder et al., 2014; immons, 2014). In terms of agricltre
crop waste, annal crops, like corn stover (yndall et al., 2011; Bergtold et al., 2014;
Caldas et al., 2014; Mooney et al., 2014; Skevas et al., 2014) and cereal straw
(Altman and Sanders, 2012; Glithero et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2014; Altman et al.,
2015), are eamined. In contrast, limited stdies have been condcted to investigate
the farmers' motivation when planting perennial crops, sch as oil palm. herefore
this piece of work is claimed to have closing this gap by providing inpt from farmer
that cltivate perennial crop (in this stdy, the oil palm).
In addition, the commnity stdy is epected to enrich the eisting literatre
with the sccessflly application of etended heory of lanned Behavior theory in
predicting smallholder planters' intention to spply oil palm reside, from a
developing contry contet. his stdy contribtes in filling the eisting theoretical
gap by responding to the call of research to eamine relationship between attitdinal
belief and attitde (Ajzen, 1991) which is overlooked by the previos stdies (Becker
et al., 2013; Brogh et al., 2013; Leitch et al., 2013). Frthermore, this stdy
advances the nderstanding of the relationship between attitdinal belief and other
B core constrcts by confirming that attitdinal belief will inflence sbjective
norm, perceived behavioral control and finally, intention of smallholder planters to
spply oil palm reside. he se of partial least sqare strctral eqation modelling
is an important strength of this stdy that not only etend the application of this
holistic techniqe in predicting the smallholder planters' intention to spply oil palm
reside bt also to enable researcher to draw a comprehensive casal model from the
analysis. he interrelationships eamined sing this analysis techniqe provide
insight nderstanding abot relationship between attitdinal belief constrcts and the
B core constrcts. his is an important contribtion as this stdy demonstrates not
only how smallholder planters' intention is inflenced by attitde, sbjective norm
and perceived behavioral control bt also to eplain how attitdinal belief will
infence these B core constrcts. heoretically, it is important becase it allows
the researcher to nderstand clearly why the smallholder planters are involved in the
bioenergy development as a feedstock spplier and it provides sefl information for
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the policy makers and biofel prodcers to engage the smallholder planters to spply
their reside.
As to market acceptance, the conjoint stdy provide inpt of consmer
preference of fel attribte when making their fel prchase decision.  In advance to
previos stdies (Fimereli and Morato, 2009; Giraldo et al., 2010; Jensen et al.,
2010; Farrow et al., 2011; Gracia et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2012; Marra et al., 2012;
Kallas and Gil, 2015), this stdy reveal the differences of preferred fel attribtes
between car drivers and motorcyclists.  In detail, this conjoint stdy revealed how the
fel attribtes importance differ across respondent's backgrond and fel
consmption pattern by car drivers and motorcyclists, respectively. his is epected
to enrich eisting stdies that provide only a general model in eplaining consmer
preference in fel choice, ths, closing the gap of nderstanding heterogeneity
preference of consmers in their fel choice.
1.6.2 Government Agencies and olicy Makers
Understanding the social acceptance isse of biofel from the socio-political
perspective, commnity perspective and market perspective can help the Malaysian
government to formlate wise strategy which able to tackle specific factors that
concerned by the respective societal grop and will eventally contribte to increase
sage of biofel.  It is epected that the reslts obtained at the end of this stdy will
aid policy maker in formlating a more comprehensive renewable energy policy in
promoting bioethanol as the alternative energy resorces to the atomobile indstry
as well as moving forward to a higher blended biodiesel prodct.
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1.6.3 Indstry layers
For indstry players, they will be more alert toward secring their feedstock
for bioethanol prodction as well as delivering bioethanol prodct that will satisfy
consmer.  With the srvey on commnity acceptance, the determinants in fostering
the smallholder planter's interest to spply oil palm reside for biofel prodction
can be identified. Based on the findings of the stdy, indstry players can engage
early to the local commnity with an effective promotional strategy for a better
soltion and collaboration in secring the feedstock for bioethanol prodction. On
the other hand, the conjoint stdy in market acceptance will disclose consmers’
preference towards fel attribte in their fel choice.  his in trn will benefit
indstry player to provide biofel that able to satisfy cstomer needs and to
formlate effective biofel promotional and marketing strategy to foster the
acceptance of biofel as alternative fel for consmer vehicle.  hese will reslt in
the ease of market penetration of bioethanol prodct and eventally will lead to
better acceptance of higher blended biofel in ftre.
1.7 Research rocess
he research methodology for this stdy is designed to achieve the research
objectives, in accordingly to the research qestions. Since the social acceptance of
biofel will be eamined in term of socio-political acceptance, commnity
acceptance and market acceptance, there will be three distinct parts of research
procedres that being followed by researcher.  he detail discssion of each research
procedre in respect to the social acceptance dimension will be presented in Chapter
3.  A research flow chart is prepared and shown in Figre 1.2 for a better
nderstanding on tasks that needed to be carried ot in order to achieve the respective
stdy objectives. he research flow chart will be discssed accordingly to the stages
of the research flowchart in the following sbsection.
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Figre 1.2 : Research flow chart for the stdy of social acceptance of biofel
Social Acceptance Biofel In Malaysia
Stage 2:
Literatre Review
Stage 1:
Identifying the
stdy and isse
roblem Statements
1. What is social acceptance for palm based biodiesel in Malaysia?
2. How to improve social acceptance with the identified measrements?
Scope 1:
o identify social-
political acceptance on
biofel in Malaysia
contet
Scope 2:
o determine
commnity acceptance
on biofel in Malaysia
contet
Scope 3:
o determine market
acceptance on biofel
in Malaysia contet
Secondary Objective:
o propose a list of sggestion to improve the social acceptance of biofel
Elaboration on social acceptance based pon previos stdies
~Definition of social acceptance
~Measrements on social acceptance
~Models and theories in eplaining social acceptance
Stage 3:
Data Collection
Methods and techniqes employed for collecting data
and analyzing data to achieve research objective
Socio-political
Acceptance
Commnity
Acceptance
Market
Acceptance
Overview biofel
related policies
and programs
Qestionnaire
srvey
Qestionnaire
srvey
Stage 4:
Data Analysis
Conjoint analysisartial Least
Sqare - Strctral
Eqation Modeling
Discssion Based
on Socio-olitical
Acceptance
Criteria
Stage 5:
Conclsion &
Recommendation
Conclsion on reslts of analysis
~Models in describing, eplaining and predicting social acceptance
for biofel in Malaysia contet
~List of sggestion to improve social acceptance of biofel in
Malaysia contet
Sggestion and recommendation for ftre stdy
Main Objective:
o eliminate the potential social barrier via in-depth nderstanding on social
acceptance isse srronding biofel in Malaysia
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1.7.1 Stage 1: Identifying the Stdy and Isse
he first stage in any research is to identify a stdy as well as isse arises
within the stdy.  his stage is crcial as it will be the gideline for the research
process ntil archiving the stdy’s objective.  Hence, in this stage, reading on
previos research and related information from reliable sorces with focsing on
social acceptance of renewable energy, in specific biofel, is vital as to give a brief
idea on this stdy.  Beside academic literatres and reports, government statements
and news reported will be essential for identification of stdy isse related to social
acceptance of biofel in Malaysia.  Frthermore, the objective for the stdy will be
determined, as well as the scope for the stdy.
1.7.2 Stage 2: Literatre Review
Literatre review is the stage where main focs will be in reviewing the
previos researches which are similar to the stdy.  his is a theoretical part for the
whole process.  It serves as the backbone to spport the whole stdy.  Scholarly
review will be condcted to eamine the overall concept of social acceptance of
biofel throgh three dimensions, viz. social-political, commnity and market.
Later, the literatre search is etended to reveal elements for each dimension.  he
rationale is to provide a comprehensive review on eisting knowledge related to
social acceptance of biofel.  Elements identified in this stage will serve as the
fndamental in qestionnaire designation for the stdy of commnity acceptance and
market acceptance.  Besides that, the literatre review will be sed to determine the
sitable research methodology for the stdy of commnity acceptance and market
acceptance from previos researches.  his is to minimize the inaccracy of own
design methodology which is not tested by other researches. As for socio-political
acceptance, the list of socio-political acceptance criteria will be identified via
literatre review.  his list of socio-political criteria will be sed for later discssion
of socio-political acceptance in Malaysia.
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1.7.3 Stage 3: Data Collection
In the stage 3, data are collected based on the three dimensions of social
acceptance. he relevant instrment to collect data will be designed and tested prior
to the actal data collection.  On top of that, the sample size, sampling strategy,
targeted respondent will be identified.
1.7.3.1 Social-political Acceptance
he description of the social-political acceptance of biofel in Malaysia is
based on an overview condcted to reveal the biofel development in Malaysia since
the year 1982.  Researcher validates and sbstantiates the findings by referred to
eisting government policies, incentives, statements and reports in relation to biofel
development in Malaysia.
1.7.3.2 Commnity Acceptance
he smallholder oil palm planters are the targeted respondents for the
commnity acceptance.  heir intention to spply oil palm reside for biofel
prodction will be eamined with heory of lanned Behavior as the theoretical
framework. he data was collected at the fresh frit bnches collection centre in
which it is the place where smallholder planters will send their harvest.
1.7.3.3 Market Acceptance
Inpt for market acceptance will be collected throgh a conjoint based srvey
among consmers. It is to reveals the consmer preference on the fel attribtes
(fel prodct, fel price, fel mileage, fel availability and vehicle acceleration) in
their fel choice. he data was collected at petrol station in which this allow
researcher to observe the type of vehicle driven by respondents as well as the fel
prodct prchased by respondents.  Sch information will be sed for later
segmentation analysis.
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1.7.4 Stage 4: Data Analysis
Having collecting the data, each grop of data will be analyzed according to
their dimensions and a discssion will be condcted for each of the dimension.
1.7.4.1 Social-political Acceptance
Data collected via government policies, incentives, statements and reports
will be compiled into sections to provide an overview of biofel development in
Malaysia, alongside with the instittional strctre, spportive policies and
programs.  A discssion of socio-political acceptance will be drawn based on the
identified socio-political acceptance criteria, which are (i) strong instittion capacity;
(ii) clear and consistent reglatory framework; (iii) favorable financial procrement
system; (iv) spportive spatial program; (v) promoting stakeholder involvement; and
(vi) compliant to sstainable certification.
1.7.4.2 Commnity Acceptance
Data collected from the smallholder planters via qestionnaire srvey will be
analyzed sing SmartLS software.  he validity and reliability of the measrement
model and strctral model will be disclosed before the eamination of the strctral
relationship between variables. he reslts will able to reveal commnity acceptance
of biofel by answering which are the key determinants for smallholder planters in
spplying oil palm reside.
1.7.4.3 Market Acceptance
Data gathered from market srvey will be sbmitted for conjoint analysis.
Conjoint analysis is a mltivariate analysis techniqe sed to measre the comple
vale systems that nderlie the preferences consmers have for varios prodct
attribtes when they make prchase decisions. It is to indirectly determine the
importance that decision makers place on varios aspects of the prodcts or services
they are considering, in this case, biofel he analysis will help the stakeholders to
nderstand how fel attribte inflence consmer fel choice and which is the most
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preferred fel attribte by consmer.  he data analysis will be condcted via
Sawtooth Software's SSI Web platform.
1.7.5 Stage 5: Conclsion and Sggestion
A list of sggestion will be provided based on the findings from the previos
stage.  Sbseqently, the reslt from the previos stage will be smmarized with
recommendation for ftre stdy.  he limitation of this stdy will also be pointed
ot as reference for ftre stdy.
1.8 Otline of the Chapters
his thesis is organised and presented in eight chapters.
Chapter One is the introdction chapter for this thesis to provide an overview
of the research condcted to eamine the social acceptance of biofel in Malaysia
contet.  his first chapter consists of the backgrond of the stdy, problem
statement, research objective, research scope, significance of stdy, a brief
eplanation on research methodology and chapter layot.
Chapter wo will provide a comprehensive review on literatres related to
social acceptance of renewable energy.  here are three main discssions in this
chapter which inclde (i) defining social acceptance, social-political acceptance,
commnity acceptance, and market acceptance based on the proposed social
acceptance framework for biofel; (ii) theories and frameworks referred from
previos stdies, in specific to the respective social acceptance dimension; and (iii) a
list of social acceptance indicators for each dimension of acceptance.
Chapter hree will provide a deeper eplanation of methodology employed in
this stdy.  Data collection and data analysis method are the main discssion that fill
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p this chapter.  he data collection methods will inclde the backgrond of the
stdy area, identification of respondent, and the instrment for data collection for this
stdy.  he data analysis method will cover the elaboration on strctral eqation
modelling and conjoint analysis in achieving the objectives of this stdy.
Chapter For will present an overview of related instittional spport in
Malaysian biofel development.  Related policy and program will be presented and a
discssion will focs on (i) strong instittion capacity; (ii) clear and consistent
reglatory framework; (iii) favorable financial procrement system; (iv) spportive
spatial program; (v) promoting stakeholder involvement; and (vi) compliant to
sstainable certification.
Chapter Five has a focs on commnity acceptance in which the smallholder
planters' intention to spply oil palm reside will be eamined via the partial least
sqare-strctral eqation modelling.  Discssion will be based on an etended
heory of lanned Behavior to reveal planters motivation in spplying oil palm
reside for biofel prodction.
A discssion of consmer profile will be presented in Chapter Si. In brief,
this chapter will present the reslt and finding from choice-based conjoint analysis
and provide a discssion in related to consmer preference on fel attribte in
general before a detail discssion of the difference in consmer preference toward
fel attribte across .
Having presenting the findings and discssion of each respective social
acceptance dimension, the Chapter Seven will provide a list of sggestion that aimed
to enhance the social acceptance of biofel in Malaysia based on the findings for the
respective dimension of social acceptance.
Finally, Chapter Eight conclde the main findings, acknowledge the
limitation of the stdy and provide recommendation for ftre stdy.
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